
From: Hayley simpson
To: A57 Link Roads
Subject: Deadline
Date: 30 November 2021 12:17:55

Hello,

Please can we request a compulsory acquisition meeting on behalf of my Grandmothers home 

Please find attached my letter for the deadline 1st December

I CAN NOT STATE IN WORDS HOW APPALLED I AM ABOUT THE SCHEME AND MOST
IMPORTANTLY THE TREATMENT OF PEOPLE!!!

This scheme is literally moving traffic one mile down a road. While doing that it is then taking all the green
land and amazing wildlife with it! What for? To move traffic one mile what a joke!

This scheme will not have any benefit for those in Glossop or Hollingworth. Why not try more cost effective
solutions such as a ban on HGVs on the Woodhead? Shouldn’t they be using the motorway anyway? Maybe
you want to see the change in Ttraffic when the Woodhead and Snake Pass are shut and HGVs are not there!
Maybe you want to notice traffic is bad everywhere!!!

We are talking about saving the climate you are guiding a road to encourage traffic? How’s that saving our
beautiful planet! How do you plan on cutting emissions? Also what are you doing to save the green belt nothing
as within a year after the road being built it will be full of housing, shops etc!

Have you even thought of the wildkife deers, badgers, hedgehogs, birds and bats to name a few?

I CAN NOT STATE HOW ANGRY, DISAPPOINTED AND UPSET I AM WITH HIGHWAYS AND
LOCAL MPS AND ANYONE INVOLVED IN THIS HORRIBLE SCHEME!!!

You have treated my Gran and our family like dirt that is the only way to say this!!! You have had us laughed at
in a meeting, dragged through Tesco’s for a meeting and then not even contacted us!

If my grans house is effected why are we not receiving regularly communication this is breaking people! I
would hate for anyone have to go through this however…how would you feel? Your Grans beautiful family
home that you grew up in being dragged away from her! Well you wouldn’t stand for it and neither are we! We
will fight the whole way not just for her home but for this disgusting scheme to be cancelled!

Imagine losing your husband and son and then someone taking your home from you and treated you like dirt!
How is it fair?

This scheme has not be done properly. Nobody knows about meetings etc! Highways have never been in touch!

I honestly can not put in to words how upset I am. As I sit here in work typing yet another email I am so upset!

Many thanks
Hayley

Sent from my iPhone




